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Theorem #(5) =1

T, (S1) =2 loops 2.(0,11 - s) (8(0) =8k =(1,0)3 /

Wanta degree map, deg: Sloops in six -> 1

such that · Two loops ofdifferentdegrees are no homotopic

· Two loops ofthe same degree are homotopic

· deg (5,552) =de(51) +des(52]

Consider the mar

P:(R -SI
· e =4π

· e =2π e - (cose, since) inR=eit

·e = 0

i

P
infinite # ofpoints inR pointin Sl

·
p(Y)

e +2πK 1- p(e)
S

Key Camma

(1) Given a loop 5: [0,17 ->S such that510) =5(x) =(1,0)

there is a unique liftfr:10,17 -1R of &

such that

U(S) =p0fu(s)

= (C0> fr(s), sin frCSL
=eitress

20.

Eci
and fr(0) =0



[COS 2DK, sin2TK)
5 is a loop => W(D =(1,0)

=>fy(1) =2πK for some K

3.2-: Bef the degree ofa loop

is K defined above

#(o) loop around twice

decree 5 =2

Lemma cont

(2) Given a homotopy of loops We,
I homotopy of lifts freecontinuous into

7 TheoremLemma =

Rof:IfIt is a homotopy ofloops, fee:So, 13 1R

is a homotopy of lifts and fre(1) =2πk(t)

so ((t):(0,177-> is a continuous function

hence (CT) is a constant map.

⑭clusion:wo w, => des 50 =deg 5,

conversely, suppose we know deg5o=desai =k

Define fe (s) =

tfr0(s) +(1 - t)frics)2 then ft(0) =0 and f+C1) =2πk

1,000
params DefineWeCP-Ccosfecsi,sinea



50 tow, iffders:deg 5,

Hole we can consider linear function fl(s):25Ks

UKCS) =(COSCIRS), SiuCLTK)) is a map ofdegree K

Zin p-(small intervalins') =I disjointintervals in R

Ev
Kim:p-(u) =deVic, Vieopen in IR

and each Vic homeomorphic to
U

for > 8, 1.
U(t) (U & Example of a covering space

· Suppose 5(e):10,1) -> 515.5((t,t13) = for some tat

If UCt)EU and t-- < 8 forsome 8, then N(St, 513) -> U

· For each K 1unique lift of ofUCSt,tis) contained in UK

f(St, t's) CVk
,
5 =(cosf, sir ->)

· Use a homes Uk =U .

-acctreich
is connected, itis contained in ononthe

I oftimes a loop wraps around the origin)

5: Sl >(R21so] (loop in (R2\(0))

Basshas a winding number deg (ii)

ve(t- Field on IRW

0.vp) rector at every point

#v.s -
st


